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DOI: 10.1039/c1jm14193gThe formation of polymer nanowires containing metal nanoparticle chains by low-temperature
thermolyses of metal precursors has remained challenging. We report the block copolymer-assisted
generation of locally regular chains of quasi-spherical gold nanoparticles with narrow particle diameter
distribution by mild thermolysis of the non-polar gold precursor gold mesitylene inside the cylindrical
nanopores of self-ordered anodic aluminium oxide (AAO). The block copolymer separates the gold
mesitylene as well as the developing gold nanoparticles from the AAO pore walls so that surface
nucleation and pinning of gold clusters are prevented. Growing quasi-spherical gold nanoparticles
locally deform the polymer chains irreversibly adsorbed on the AAO pore walls, and the polymer
chains are pushed into the space between the gold nanoparticles. The gold nanoparticles have,
therefore, larger diameters and smaller specific surface than hypothetical pluglike gold entities with the
same volume, the formation of which is suppressed.Introduction
Considerable efforts have been devoted to the generation and
characterization of one-dimensional nanoparticle assemblies.1
The formation of gold nanoparticle chains has turned out to be
particularly challenging. Silica nanowires containing gold
nanoparticle chains were obtained under the harsh conditions of
vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) growth.2–4 For example, silica,5
gallium oxide,6 and magnesium oxide7 nanowires containing
gold nanoparticle chains were reported to show strong wave-
length-dependent and reversible photoresponse so that they may
be used as wavelength-controlled optical nanoswitches. Draw-
backs of VLS-based approaches are the necessity of high-
temperature steps and the limited range of accessible matrix
materials. One-dimensional assemblies of metal nanoparticles
are also accessible under mild conditions by self-organization inaJustus-Liebig-Universit€at Gießen, Institut f€ur Anorganische und
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684 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 684–690the absence of shape-defining hard templates, either from pre-
formed metal nanoparticles8 or by one-pot syntheses starting
from metal precursors.9,10 However, spatial arrangement and
alignment of the metal nanoparticle chains thus obtained are
difficult to control.
The generation of linear gold nanoparticle assemblies by
conversion of gold precursors at moderate temperatures inside
the cylindrical nanopores of shape-defining hard templates,11
such as anodic aluminium oxide (AAO), has remained chal-
lenging. If gold clusters are grown on amorphous alumina,
nucleation takes place at defect sites, and the clusters are released
once they have reached a critical size.12 In non-epitaxial systems,
even large Au clusters incommensurate with underlying
substrates show extremely high mobility.13 As a result, conver-
sion of polar gold precursors, such as tetrachloroaurate, in AAO
is accompanied by uncontrolled diffusion and coalescence of Au
clusters, resulting in the formation of high-aspect-ratio gold
plugs.14 If solutions containing tetrachloroaurate and the block
copolymer (BCP) polystyrene-block-poly(vinylpyridine) (PS-b-
PVP), which are often used to generate two-dimensional arrays
of gold nanostructures on smooth substrates,15 are infiltrated
into AAO, gold clusters will mainly develop at the hydroxyl-
terminated AAO pore walls to which tetrachloroaurate and the
polar PVP blocks segregate.16
Here, we report a low-temperature bottom-up synthesis for
locally ordered, linear assemblies of gold nanoparticles with
narrow size distribution inside polymeric nanowires comprising
thermolysis of the non-polar gold precursor gold mesitylene
[Au5Mes5]$2THF
17,18 and size-focusing particle ripening in the
cylindrical nanopores of self-ordered AAO19 in the presence ofThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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View Article Onlinethe asymmetric BCP polystyrene-b-iso[poly(methyl-
methacrylate)] (PS-b-isoPMMA). The PS-b-isoPMMA keeps the
gold mesitylene and the developing gold nanoparticles away
from the AAO pore walls and helps prevent the formation of
gold plugs.
Experimental
Materials
Gold mesitylene, a precursor yielding gold nanoparticles under
anhydrous conditions,17 was synthesized following procedures
reported elsewhere.18 PS-b-isoPMMA (polydispersity index ¼
1.5) consisting of PS minority blocks (Mn ¼ 10 000 g mol1) and
isoPMMA majority blocks (Mn ¼ 46 000 g mol1, 95% isotactic
PMMA) was supplied by Polymer Source Inc., Canada. The
second differential scanning calorimetry heating run on bulk PS-
b-isoPMMA (Netzsch DCS 404 C; heating and cooling rates 10
K min1) revealed the presence of glass transitions of isoPMMA
at 61 C and of PS at 96 C, whereas no indications of
crystallization of isoPMMA were apparent in the temperature
range from 25 C to 200 C (ESI, Fig. S1†). PS-b-isoPMMA was
preferred over PS-b-PMMA containing atactic PMMA blocks
because the low glass transition temperature of isoPMMA lies
significantly below the temperature range in which gold mesity-
lene starts to decompose. Self-ordered AAO was prepared by the
two-step anodization introduced by Masuda and Fukuda.19
Preparation of nanowires
Gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires were obtained by
covering self-ordered AAO with a pore diameter of 35 nm and
a pore depth of 100 mmwith copious amounts of gold mesitylene/
PS-b-isoPMMA mixtures dissolved in dichloromethane. The
CH2Cl2 was slowly evaporated overnight through a cannula
pierced through the covering of an otherwise sealed container. In
the following, the nanowires are denoted NW(X/Y)-ZZZ (X/Y¼
mass ratio gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA; ZZZ ¼ highest
annealing temperature applied). AAO membranes containing
gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires were heated to 120
C at a rate of 10 K min1, kept at this temperature for 20
minutes, further heated to 150 C (NW(X/Y)-150) or to 200 C
(NW(X/Y)-200) at a rate of 10 Kmin1, and kept at the respective
target temperature for 60 seconds prior to removal from the
furnace. NW(X/Y)-120 were directly removed from the furnace
after heating to 120 C for 20 minutes. The mass of the gold
mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMAmixtures per mL dichloromethane in
the solutions infiltrated into the AAO membranes amounted to
42.8 mg in the case of NW(1/1.0)-ZZZ; 39.9 mg in the case of
NW(1/1.1)-ZZZ; 38.0 mg in the case of NW(1/1.3)-ZZZ; 35.3
mg in the case of NW(1/1.4)-ZZZ; and 30.7 mg in the case of NW
(1/1.9)-ZZZ.
Characterization of nanowires
The Raman spectra of nanowires located inside AAO templates
displayed in Fig. 5 were measured with a LabRAM HR system
equipped with a HeNe-laser emitting at 632 nm as excitation
source. The Raman spectra shown in Fig. S4 of the ESI† were
acquired in the same way except that the excitation wavelengthThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012was 532 nm. All Raman spectra displayed in one figure were
recorded with the same laser, the same power density and the
same focal volume. The Raman spectra were normalized
according to the duration of the measurements.
For UV-Vis extinction spectroscopy, the nanowires were
released from the AAO membranes by etching the latter with
15 wt% aqueous potassium hydroxide solution. UV-Vis extinc-
tion spectra of NW(1/1.9)-120, NW(1/1.9)-150, NW(1/1.9)-200
and gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMAnanowires without any heat
treatment obtained from the same gold mesitylene/PS-b-iso-
PMMA solution were obtained from suspensions in 15 wt%
aqueous KOH solution directly after etching the AAO since,
under these conditions, agglomeration of the nanowires could be
prevented. The UV-Vis extinction spectra were measured with
a Horiba Jobin Yvon monochromator iHR 550. For excitation,
a 75W Halogen lamp was used, and for signal detection a Si
detector coupled with a lock-in amplifier was used.
For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations
and X-ray powder diffractometry, suspensions of released
nanowires in aqueous KOH solutions obtained as described
above were neutralized by three washing cycles including
centrifugation, removal of the supernatant solution and addition
of deionized water, another washing step with KOH solution to
remove Al(III)-containing precipitations and three more washing
cycles with deionized water as described above. X-Ray powder
diffraction patterns were obtained with a STOE STADI P
transmission powder diffractometer in q/2q geometry using
Cu-Ka radiation. For this purpose, aqueous nanowire suspen-
sions were mixed with a binder, dropped onto amorphous plastic
foils acting as support and dried in air. For TEM investigations,
a few droplets of neutral aqueous nanowire suspensions were
deposited onto copper grids coated with holey carbon films.
TEM investigations were performed with JEOL JEM 1010,
Philips CM 12 and Philips CM 30 TEM/STEM devices equipped
with LaB6 cathodes, which were operated at acceleration volt-
ages of 100 kV and 300 kV, respectively.Results and discussion
Infiltration of gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA mixtures dis-
solved in dichloromethane into self-ordered AAO and subse-
quent evaporation of CH2Cl2 yielded gold mesitylene/PS-b-
isoPMMA nanowires (Scheme 1, panel a). It is reasonable to
assume that the gold mesitylene forms, as in crystals, pentameric
units consisting of a gold core surrounded by a nonpolar shell of
mesitylene ligands. Therefore, PS will have significantly higher
affinity to gold mesitylene than isoPMMA. PMMA, on the other
hand, selectively segregates to inorganic oxidic surfaces in the
presence of PS,20,21 where PMMA irreversibly adsorbs, forming
rigid amorphous layers even at temperatures far above its glass
transition temperature.22 Thus, the PS-b-isoPMMA molecules
inside 35 nm pores of the AAO will be irreversibly adsorbed on
the pore walls via a rigid amorphous isoPMMA layer.
Intact pentameric gold mesitylene units appeared as dark spots
and were homogeneously dispersed throughout gold mesitylene/
PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires before any heat treatment (Fig. 1).
Besides 2,20,4,40,6,60-hexamethylbiphenyl, as confirmed by mass
spectrometry (ESI, Fig. S2†) and NMR spectroscopy (ESI,
Fig. S3†), thermal decomposition of pentameric [Au5Mes5] yieldsJ. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 684–690 | 685
Scheme 1 Formation of gold nanoparticle chains by low-temperature thermolysis of gold mesitylene in the presence of PS-b-isoPMMA inside AAO.
Green, AAO pore walls; white/black, gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA mixture; dark yellow, gold; violet, rigid isoPMMA layer at the AAO pore walls;
light blue, flexible isoPMMA segments; red, PS blocks. (a) Gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires after evaporation of the solvent prior to thermal
treatment; (b) gold/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires after initial thermal treatment resulting in the development of gold nanoparticles with broad size
distribution by Ostwald ripening; (c and d) gold/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires after thermolysis containing faceted nanoparticles with spherical contour
and narrow size distribution impinging on rigid isoPMMA layers on the AAO pore walls: (c) overview and (d) detail.
Fig. 1 TEM image of PS-b-isoPMMA/gold mesitylene nanowires prior to any heat treatment, which were obtained by infiltration of a 42.8 wt%
solution of a gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA mixture (weight ratio 1 : 1) in CH2Cl2 into AAO.
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View Article Onlinesmall gold clusters. Ostwald ripening23 leads then to the growth
of gold nanoparticles with broad size distribution (Scheme 1,
panel b). Occasionally, gold nanoparticles with sizes ranging
from a few nm to above 10 nm, as in NW(1/1.3)-120 (Fig. 2a) and
in the upper NW(1/1.0)-120 in Fig. 2b, had formed. Remarkably,
the immediate surrounding of the gold nanoparticle seen in
Fig. 2b was almost free of gold mesitylene, indicating the
occurrence of particle ripening controlled by local diffusion in
a limited volume. Thus, nucleation of Au clusters, which is
apparently coupled with the decomposition of the gold mesity-
lene, occurred sporadically rather than instantaneously, as being
expected for a growth regime dominated by classical Ostwald
ripening.23A precursor-free outer nanowire shell with a thickness
of a few nm clearly discernable in many TEM images (see, for
example, the NW(1/1.4)-120 in Fig. 2c) is most likely the signa-
ture of the rigid isoPMMA layer initially covering the AAO pore
walls. Note that neither in as-infiltrated gold mesitylene/PS-b-
isoPMMA nanowires nor in NW(X/Y)-120 were domain struc-
tures originating from microphase separation of PS-b-isoPMMA
apparent.
The asymmetric deformation vibration of the methyl groups at
the phenyl rings of the mesitylene ligands at 1571 cm1 was still
apparent in NW(1/1.1)-120 but absent in NW(1/1.1)-150, as
revealed by Raman spectroscopy (ESI, Fig. S4†). This outcome
suggests not only that the thermolysis of the gold mesitylene
is largely completed in NW(X/Y)-150 but also that the degra-
dation product 2,20,4,40,6,60-hexamethylbiphenyl sublimes.
Indeed, we observed precipitations of colorless crystalline
2,20,4,40,6,60-hexamethylbiphenyl at the cold end of a Schlenk686 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 684–690tube within which gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires
were heated (cf. ESI, Fig. S2 and S3†).
Gold clusters were reported to preferentially possess icosahe-
dral24 or dodecahedral25,26 shapes so that their surfaces exclu-
sively consist of {111} facets having lower surface energy than
{110} or {100} facets.27,28 Optimization of the {111}/{100} ratio
on their surfaces related to high mobility of edge atoms at
elevated temperatures27,28 leads to much more pronounced and
sharper facets and to a quasi-spherical shape of the growing gold
nanoparticles. In NW(X/Y)-200 conversion of gold mesitylene to
gold as well as particle ripening were completed. As a result,
quasi-spherical, faceted gold nanoparticles formed, as can be
seen in TEM images of released NW(1/1.3)-200 (Fig. 3a) andNW
(1/1.4)-200 (Fig. 3b). The gold nanoparticles were locally ordered
along the nanowires on length scales of a few 100 nm. The center-
to-center distance between the gold nanoparticles seen in Fig. 3b
amounted to 45 nm. The evaluation of several TEM images
revealed a narrow diameter distribution of the gold nanoparticles
centering about 25 nm. The evaluation of the full widths at half
maximum of the (111), (200) and (311) reflections of face-
centered cubic gold (PDF 4-0784) in X-ray powder diffraction
patterns of released, randomly oriented NW(1/1.9)-200 (ESI,
Fig. S5†) indicated that no preferred growth along specific
crystallographic directions occurred. In accordance with the
TEM results, the Scherrer method29 revealed a mean particle
diameter of 25 nm. In NW(X/Y)-150 subjected to the same
temperature profile as the NW(1/1.3)-200, but heated only to
150 C, both PS-b-isoPMMA/gold mesitylene segments con-
taining smaller gold nanoparticles such as the NW(X/Y)-120This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
Fig. 2 Evolution of gold nanoparticles in gold mesitylene/PS-isoPMMA nanowires heated to 120 C: (a) NW(1/1.3)-120 with some small gold particles;
(b) NW(1/1.0)-120 exhibiting one larger gold particle and a precursor-free surrounding; (c) NW(1/1.4)-120 with an outer shell of isoPMMA free of gold
mesitylene.
Fig. 3 Gold/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires containing quasi-spherical gold nanoparticles with narrow size distribution: (a) large-field view of NW(1/1.3)-
200 and (b) detail of NW(1/1.4)-200 after thermal treatment at 200 C. Faceted gold particles about 25 nm in diameter formed; (c) NW(1/1.4)-150
showing chains of gold nanoparticles closely located to their neighbours leading to local plasmonic coupling.
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View Article Onlineshown in Fig. 2a and PS-b-isoPMMA/gold segments, in which
the formation of gold nanoparticles was completed (Fig. 3c),
occurred.This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012Fig. 4 shows UV-Vis extinction spectra of randomly oriented
NW(1/1.9)-120, NW(1/1.9)-200 and gold mesitylene/PS-b-iso-
PMMA nanowires without any heat treatment obtained from theJ. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 684–690 | 687
Fig. 4 UV-Vis extinction spectra of randomly oriented NW(1/1.9)-120
(dashed curve), NW(1/1.9)-200 (dotted curve) and gold mesitylene/PS-b-
isoPMMA nanowires without any heat treatment (solid curve) obtained
from the same gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA solution suspended in 15
wt% aqueous KOH solutions. Dash-dotted curve: simulated extinction
spectrum assuming a log-normal nanoparticle size distribution density.
Fig. 5 Raman spectra of bulk PS-b-isoPMMA (violet curve), NW(1/
1.1)-120 located in AAO (red curve), NW(1/1.1)-150 located in AAO
(green curve), NW(1/1.1)-200 located in AAO (blue curve) and gold
mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires without any heat treatment
obtained from the same gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA solution located
in AAO (black curve, scaled by a factor of 50).
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View Article Onlinesame gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA solution suspended in 15
wt% aqueous KOH solution. The extinction spectrum of gold
mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires prior to any heat treat-
ment (Fig. 4, solid curve) does not show distinct plasmon
absorption bands. The extinction spectrum of NW(1/1.9)-120
(Fig. 4, dashed curve) shows a weak and broad resonance at
520 nm, indicating the beginning presence of gold nano-
particles, and that of NW(1/1.9)-200 (Fig. 4, dotted curve) shows
an intense and narrow absorption band at 540 nm with a full
width at half maximum of 75 nm. To interpret the experimental
results, we simulated extinction spectra based on the extended
Mie theory30 by extending the program of Xu and Gustafson31
over the relevant spectral range. The extinction spectrum of
sample NW(1/1.9)-200 could be reproduced by assuming an
effective refractive index of 1.39 as well as a log-normal distri-
bution density of the diameters of the gold nanoparticles with
a mean particle diameter dmean of 15 nm and a standard deviation
s of 2 nm:
1
sd
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p exp  ðln d  dmeanÞ
2
2s2
In general, the simulation (Fig. 4, dash-dotted curve) suggests
that Mie resonances of separated gold nanoparticles having
a narrow diameter distribution are by far the dominating
contribution. However, the fact that the extinction spectrum of
sample NW(1/1.9)-200 was best represented by simulations based
on a log-normal size distribution of the gold nanoparticles rather
than based on monodisperse particle size suggests that weak
contributions of coupled gold nanoparticles are also present.
This outcome is in line with the presence of some gold nano-
particles located close to their nearest neighbours in Fig. 3a and
c. Moreover, gold nanoparticles in two different nanowires
sticking together could be close enough for plasmon coupling.
Most importantly, distinct longitudinal and transversal plasmon
resonances originating from elongated or rodlike gold entities
were completely absent.688 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 684–690The structure formation of NW(1/1.1)-ZZZ in AAO
membranes was monitored by Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 5). The
Raman spectrum of bulk PS-b-isoPMMA features the C–O–C
stretch of isoPMMA at 810 cm1, the ring-breathing mode of PS
at 1001 cm1 and the in-plane C–H vibration of PS at 1032 cm1.
The relative intensity IPMMA of the isoPMMA C–O–C stretch at
810 cm1 was obtained by normalizing the peak area to that of
the PS ring breathing mode in the same spectrum. IPMMA had
values of 0.35 for bulk PS-b-isoPMMA and 0.40 for gold mesi-
tylene/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires prior to any heat treatment,
but decreased to 0.26 for sample NW(1/1.1)-120 and to 0.04 for
sample NW(1/1.1)-150. In the case of sample NW(1/1.1)-200, the
area of the C–O–C stretch Raman band was below the error limit
so that IPMMA was considered zero.
Relative intensities IPS of the PS ring-breathing mode at 1001
cm1 were obtained by normalizing the peak areas to that in the
spectrum of gold mesitylene/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires prior to
any heat treatment. In the spectra of NW(1/1.1)-120, NW(1/1.1)-
150 and NW(1/1.1)-200, IPS amounted to 115, 250 and 230,
respectively. The Au nanoparticles in NW(1/1.1)-120 were
apparently in contact with both PS and isoPMMA. As compared
to NW(1/1.1)-120, for NW(1/1.1)-150 a pronounced increase in
IPS is apparent. This outcome indicates the occurrence of
pronounced surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)32,33 in
NW(1/1.1)-150, while a significantly weaker SERS effect was
observed for NW(1/1.1)-120, and no SERS effect was observed
for gold mesitylene/isoPMMA nanowires prior to any heat
treatment. The occurrence of SERS in NW(1/1.1)-120 is related
to the initial development of gold nanoparticles and the initial
segregation of the PS blocks to their surfaces (Scheme 1, panel
b and Fig. 2a). The development of the gold nanoparticles and
the segregation of the PS blocks to their surfaces are alreadyThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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View Article Onlinemuch more advanced in NW(1/1.1)-150. Hence, strong SERS
occurs, as obvious from the pronounced increase in IPS, which is
accompanied by a strong decrease in IPMMA. This outcome is in
line with previous reports according to which PS selectively wets
gold in the presence of PMMA.34 The intensity enhancement of
the PS ring breathing mode by factors of 230–250 upon heat
treatment corresponds to an electrical field enhancement by
a factor of about 4. Since only a fraction of the PS repeat units
is in tight contact with the gold nanoparticles, this value is in
reasonable agreement with previously reported field enhance-
ment factors of 10–20.35,36
Strikingly, the IPS value of NW(1/1.1)-200 (Scheme 1, panels c,
d) is lower than that of NW(1/1.1)-150. This finding can be
rationalized as follows. Ostwald ripening leading to the forma-
tion of large Au nanoparticles impinging on the rigid amorphous
isoPMMA layers on the pore walls at the expense of smaller Au
nanoparticles formed by the decomposition of gold mesitylene
to Au is completed in NW(1/1.1)-200 but still incomplete in
NW(1/1.1)-150. Therefore, in NW(1/1.1)-150 smaller Au nano-
particles are present, which have disappeared in NW(1/1.1)-200.
These smaller Au nanoparticles having higher specific surfaces
than their larger counterparts increase the gold surface area and,
therefore, the strength of the SERS effect, in NW(1/1.1)-150.
Based on the experimental results discussed above, we ratio-
nalize the suppression of the formation of elongated pluglike
gold entities as follows. In equilibrium, binary mixtures in
cylindrical pores with walls selectively wetted by one component
will form single cylindrical entities of the nonwetting component
surrounded by the wetting component. Chains of spherical
entities of the nonwetting component correspond to a non-
equilibrium state characterized by larger specific interface area.37
Once radial growth of the quasi-spherical gold nanoparticles,
which is strongly preferred in the absence of geometric
constraints, is impeded by confinement, the specific gold surface
would be further reduced by their conversion into rodlike entities
growing along the AAO pores. However, no elongated gold
entities were found in gold/PS-b-isoPMMA nanowires. This
outcome can be explained as follows. Once the Au nanoparticles
start to impinge on the rigid isoPMMA layer at the pore walls
(Scheme 1, panels c and d), Ostwald ripening leading to
a broadening of the particle size distribution turns into a size-
focusing growth regime. While flexible yet immobilized PS-b-
isoPMMA chain segments can sidestep into the space between
the quasi-spherical gold nanoparticles, they cannot be displaced.
Moreover, entropic restoring forces prevent strong chain
stretching.38 Hence, the space required for growth of rodlike gold
entities along the AAO pores is blocked by PS-b-isoPMMA
chains. Thus, chains of quasi-spherical gold nanoparticles with
narrow size distribution are retained. The quasi-spherical shape
is stabilized by coordination of the phenyl moieties of the PS to
the gold surface and because the surfaces of the gold nano-
particles predominantly consist of {111} facets with low surface
energy.
It should be noted that the structure formation mechanism
outlined above implies that size and shape of the Au nano-
particles do not depend on the mass ratio gold mesitylene/PS-b-
isoPMMA. Indeed, thorough inspections of NW(X/Y)-200
obtained from mixtures containing gold mesitylene and PS-b-
isoPMMA at the mass ratios considered in this work rangingThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012from 1 : 1.0 to 1 : 1.9 by TEM revealed no significant differences
in size and shape of the Au nanoparticles. However, it is
reasonable to assume that in the case of higher contents of gold
mesitylene more Au nanoparticles form along the nanowires.
The hard confinement imposed by the AAO pore walls and the
soft confinement imposed by the adsorbed PS-b-isoPMMA
layers govern and limit the growth of the Au nanoparticles rather
than the initial mass ratio of gold mesitylene and PS-b-iso-
PMMA. We also assume that for all mass ratios considered here
the surfaces of the developing gold nanoparticles can be
completely covered with the PS blocks. Therefore, the size of the
gold nanoparticles cannot be tuned by means of the mass ratio of
gold mesitylene and PS-b-isoPMMA.Conclusions
Polymer nanowires containing locally regular chains of quasi-
spherical Au nanoparticles uniform in size were obtained by low-
temperature thermolysis of gold mesitylene, a nonpolar gold
precursor, in the cylindrical nanopores of rigid, shape-defining
AAO hard templates. The presence of the block copolymer PS-b-
isoPMMA appears to be crucial. While the isoPMMA blocks are
irreversibly adsorbed on the AAO pore walls, the PS blocks
segregate to the growing gold nanoparticles. Therefore, both the
gold mesitylene and the growing gold nanoparticles are kept
away from the AAO pore walls so that surface nucleation and
surface pinning of gold clusters are prevented. Ostwald ripening
of gold nanoparticles with small diameters turns into a confine-
ment-induced size-focusing growth regime once the quasi-
spherical gold nanoparticles impinge on the pore walls. This
observation was explained by deformation of PS-b-isoPMMA
molecules immobilized on the AAO pore walls through the
growing gold nanoparticles so that the latter reach larger diam-
eters and have smaller specific surfaces than hypothetic, pluglike
gold cylinders with the same volume. Moreover, entropic
restoring forces of the polymer chains pushed into the space
between the growing gold nanoparticles prevent growth of the
latter along the AAO pores. The synthetic methodology reported
here might be a first step toward rational low-temperature
bottom-up design of one-dimensional nanostructures having
tailored plasmonic properties.Acknowledgements
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